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Introduction
Anaemia is a widespread disease, globally affecting almost 2
billion individuals and therefore being considered an important
health burden.1 Mild, moderate and severe anaemia together determine over 60 million years of life lived with disability (YLDs)
all over the world. Only in Italy, it has been estimated that anaemia affects nearly 20% of the entire population,2 with prevalence
rate rapidly increasing by age, exceeding 40% in individuals who
are older than 80 years, in particular among the hospitalised patients.3 According to international studies, 58.4% to 74% of inpatients, including those with normal Hb levels at the hospital
admission, have anaemia.4-6 Besides being a common disorder,
not only in older people, anaemia can rapidly develop to multiple
co-morbidities and to the impairment of self-sufficiency.7,8
Moreover, it is often an under-reported disease, both in outpatients and inpatients, because it is rarely considered as a main
pathological entity. Therefore, except in the cases of acute blood
loss, it may remain untreated.9
Anaemia is then associated with the increase in healthcare
services utilisation and with the worsening of different health
outcomes, irrespective of the reasons of hospital admission: it
contributes to delay hospital discharge and to increase mortality
and morbidity rates,4-6,9 thus leading to the rise of the economic
burden of disease, due both to direct and indirect costs of anaemia.10
In recent years, there is a growing awareness of a pathogenetic association between frailty and anaemia in the elderly, and
current scientific evidence highlights the role of anaemia as an
early biomarker of frailty condition.9,11,12
Anaemia is defined by low amount of red blood cells (RBCs)
or insufficient haemoglobin (Hb) levels for physiological needs.

According to WHO,13 the Hb threshold values to diagnose anaemia are 13 g/dL for men and 12 g/dL for non-pregnant women,
with age difference and severity stratification, as shown in Table 1.
The most frequent cause of anaemia is nutrient deficiency, in
particular iron deficiency, though many conditions, going from
chronic diseases to infections, may contribute to determine it.14,15
Anaemia is often a predictable and relatively simply treatable
disorder, by administration of micronutrients,9,16-19 and its prevalence could be significantly reduced by the introduction of specific diagnostic and treatment pathways, in a multi-dimensional
approach, involving also General Practitioners and Local Health
Units.9
The aim of the study is to examine anaemia profiles as independent predictors of increased length of hospital stay (LOS)
and in-hospital mortality through the analysis of administrative
data in an Italian Hospital and to compare anaemia with other
common chronic pathologic conditions which are known to be
associated with a LOS increase, including dementia,20 respiratory
impairments,21 diabetes22 and chronic kidney failure.23

Material and Methods
A monocentric observational retrospective study was performed
in 2016 in Sant’ Eugenio Hospital, a public hospital in Rome
with nearly 570 ordinary beds. All the discharge from 01/01/2016
to 12/31/2016 were evaluated, irrespective from main diagnosis,
age or gender. Only ordinary admissions of patients aged over 14
were taken into consideration for the analysis.
Chronic diseases investigated as predictive factors for high
LOS and increased in-hospital mortality are listed in Table 2,
with their specific ICD-9 CM codes. Diagnoses were defined according to primary and secondary diagnoses at discharge. In case

Table 1. WHO haemoglobin thresholds for the diagnosis of anaemia.

Population

Mild Anaemia
(Hb in g/dl)

Moderate Anaemia Severe Anaemia
(Hb in g/dl)
(Hb in g/dl)

Children 6 - 59 months of age

10-10.9

7-9.9

lower than 7

Children 5 - 11 years of age

11-11.4

8-10.9

lower than 8

Children 12 - 14 years of age

11-11.9

8-10.9

lower than 8

Non-pregnant women (15 years of age and above)

11-11.9

8-10.9

lower than 8

Pregnant women

10-10.9

7-9.9

lower than 7

Men (15 years of age and above)

11-12.9

8-10.9

lower than 8
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Table 2. ICD-9 CM codes for the diseases included in the

Table 3. Risk factors for prolonged hospital stay.

analyses.

Legend: AOR = Adjusted Odds Ratio, NS = Not Significant,
CI = Confidence Interval.

Disease

ICD-9 CM codes

Anaemia

280*,281*, 282*, 284*, 285*

Chronic Obstructive
Bronchitis

491**

Dementia

290**, 293**, 294.10,
294.11

Diabetes

250.**

Chronic renal failure

585*

Respiratory insufficiency

518**, 786.09

Pneumonia

480*

AOR

Chronic anaemia

5.236

4.230-6.481

Deficiency anaemia

2.137

1.518-3.008

Chronic renal failure

1.206

1.003-1.449

Diabetes

1.262

1.042-1.530

Respiratory impairment

3.614

3.063-4.264

Dementia

1.611

1.142-2.273
NS

Low educational level

Statistical analysis
The impact of chronic diseases on hospital stay (LOS) and
in-hospital mortality was evaluated by multivariate binary logistic regression, using the IBM SPSS statistical software (Illinois,
Chicago, v.24).
Furthermore, Mantel-Haenszel adjustment by age was
achieved for LOS, since the significant age difference between
the two study arms, carried out by ANOVA test.
A p value of 0.05 was identified as threshold to reject the null
hypothesis.

Results
In 2016, 11,579 ordinary hospital admissions were recorded in
Sant’ Eugenio Hospital in Rome. Population sample was constituted by 55.9% (N=6,475) of women and 44.1% (N=5,104)
of men, with a mean age of 62.6 (SD ±20.3) years and a median
of 67 (IQ 46-79). Furthermore, the most part of them (57.5%,
N=6,655) had high educational level (High School Diploma or
above).
An overall number of 1,065 (9.2%) hospital stays showed
anaemia, according to discharge records. The most part of codified cases were chronic anaemias (42.1%, N=448), followed by
21.8% (N=232) deficiency anaemias, and 2.1 % (N=22) thalassemia. One case by three (N=363) was recorded as “other types
of anaemias” (data not shown).
Inpatients had an average LOS of 8.26 (SD ±9.63) days,
therefore prolonged LOS corresponded to an hospital stay equal
or over 18 days. Those with high LOS, accounting to nearly 10%
of the population sample, were older: they had a mean age of
68.9 (SD ±17.4) years compared with 61.9 (SD ±20.5) of patients with lower LOS (p value 0.000, by ANOVA test) (data not
shown).
Nearly 1 patient out of 2 (48.5%) was discharged home,
whereas assisted discharge accounted for 32.9%, transfers to other institutes for 9.4% and 5.8% of admissions resulted in in-hospital deaths.
Prolonged LOS was statistically significant associated with a
number of comorbidities. Chronic anaemia, respiratory impair-

95%CI
NS

Gender: male

of re-hospitalisations during the evaluated period, only the first
access was considered.
Besides those shown in Table 2, also gender and educational
level were included in the analysis as independent variables.
Primary outcome measures investigated were in-hospital
mortality and prolonged length of stay, defined as mean LOS +
1 SD.

2

Variable

ment and deficiency anaemia showed the strongest association,
with adjusted Odds Ratios (AORs) of 5.236 [95%CI 4.2306.481], 3.614 [95%CI 3.063-4.264] and 2.137 [95%CI 1.5183.008], respectively (Table 3). Conversely, no significant association with gender and educational level emerged.
Concerning the impact of comorbidities on in-hospital death,
the role of chronic anaemia decreased in magnitude [OR 1.562;
95%CI 1.085-2.250], whereas the impact of respiratory impairment became four times higher [OR 12.856; 95%CI 10.78515.326]. All the other assessed anaemia profiles showed no
statistically significant association with mortality (see Table 4).
Not surprisingly, the risk of death during hospital stay increased
among elderly people.

Discussion

Strenghts and limitations
By the best of our knowledge, this is one of the few studies comprehensively assessing anaemia profiles as independent risk factors for both LOS and in-hospital mortality in Italy. However,
the study presents some limitations. Anaemia was only defined
according to discharge records, although some recent evidence
shows the high underestimate of anaemia cases exclusively based
on administrative data.9 Comparing Hb levels both at admission
and discharge would be more useful to define the magnitude of
anaemia prevalence, eventually achieving also stratification by
severity (i.e. mild, moderate or severe anaemia).9
Chronic diseases were defined by the evaluation of primary
diagnosis and one of the five secondary diagnoses, thus not considering all the diagnostic codes included in discharge records.
Table 4. Risk factors for in hospital death.

Legend: AOR = Adjusted Odds Ratio, NS = Not Significant,
CI = Confidence Interval.
Variable

OR

95%CI

Age >65 years

4.201

3.343-5.279

Chronic anaemia

1.562

1.085-2.250

Deficiency anaemia

NS

Chronic renal failure

NS

Diabetes
Respiratory impairment

12.856

10.785-15.326

Dementia

NS

Education level

NS
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Since chronic diseases, anaemia in particular, are very seldom
included within primary and first secondary diagnoses, because
of their low impact in acute resource consumption during hospital stay, the study might be affected by underestimation of the
disease burden of investigated chronic diseases. This limitation
might explain the low overall prevalence of anaemia (9.2%),
compared with international data, ranging between 58.4% to
74%.4-6
Synthesis of the results
Among the chronic diseases with highest prevalence, anaemia
behave as the strongest independent risk factor, both for long
in-hospital stay and for in-hospital mortality. Respiratory impairment only impacted more than anaemia on inpatients mortality.
Deficiency anaemia, the profile accounting the most part of anaemia diagnoses at discharge, is an independent risk factor only
for prolonged in-hospital stay, whereas no statistically significant
association was found with in-hospital mortality. Conversely,
anaemia due to chronic disorders showed a relevant impact on
both outcomes.
Our results on mortality are consistent with other international data. In two elderly cohorts, anaemia was found to be significantly associated with a relative risk of death of 1.61, [95% CI
1.34-1.93]24 and a mortality risk of 1.60 [95% CI 1.24-2.06].25
Chronic anaemia increased more than 5 times the risk of having a hospital stay longer than 18 days, irrespectively from age
and gender. These results show the same direction of scientific evidence, although they don’t have the same magnitude: recent studies showed an increased risk of prolonged LOS ranging
from 1.37 [95%CI 1.01 - 1.79] for all anaemias4 to 2.18 [95%CI
2.11-2.26] for moderate/severe anaemias,26 with a median LOS
increase of 1.5 days by unit of Hb decrease.27
The difference in magnitude is partially explainable by the
choice of the Authors to evaluate the different profiles of anaemia
as independent risk factors for negative in-hospital outcomes.
Furthermore, in the advanced age groups, where anaemia has the
highest prevalence, a relationship with a more complex condition,

frailty, should be considered, as recent studies suggest.12 Indeed,
frailty and chronic anaemia share a common pathogenic path,
characterised by chronic inflammation, induced by immuno-senescence associated changes and oxidative stress.12 Deficiency
anaemia also might be indirectly affected by the interaction with
frailty and chronic anaemia. Indeed, these two anaemia profiles
are physio-pathologically associated entities: frail subjects with
chronic anaemia show an increase in hepcidin, a peptide inhibiting the release of iron from depots, inducing functional iron
deficiency.12
Since the complexity of the pathogenetic interaction, it could
be promising to investigate anaemia, by Hb levels evaluation, together with a number of possible proxy of frailty, such as blood
albumin, creatinine, BUN, GOT and GPT, in order to build a
frailty predictive index or to integrate Frailty Risk Index12,28 with
laboratory parameters routinely measured.

Conclusions
There is plenty of studies available showing the negative impact
of anaemia on different health outcomes, but few considering
anaemia profiles as independent risk factors. In this study we
observed how the magnitude of the association with negative
inpatients health outcomes substantially increases when specific
anaemia profiles are considered as independent factors. This is
true in particular for anaemia induced by chronic disease, probably for the complexity of the disorders included in this classification, and to a lesser extent for deficiency anaemia. Since
the availability of effective therapies, in particular for deficiency
disorders, early identification of people at risk, through an active
“case finding” in the hospital using risk prediction tools, might
be considered nowadays a main strategy to reduce in-hospital
mortality and prolonged hospital length of stay. Furthermore,
hospitals are not the proper settings for treatment of such complex disorders. Patients-targeted therapeutic paths should be built
at the outpatient care level, in order to manage patients with a
multi-dimensional approach, involving General Practitioners,
family nurses, nutritionists and other healthcare professionals.
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